COMMERCIAL SAFETY COVERS
The Importance of ASTM Standards

ASTM, the American Society for Testing and Materials, is an internationally recognized organization that develops technical standards for a wide range of materials, products, systems, and services. ASTM certifications are used worldwide to ensure product quality and safety. Recognizing the importance of these safety standards, all of GLI’s safety covers undergo rigorous testing and compliance to ensure each and every safety cover is manufactured to meet or exceed ASTM F 1346-91.
 HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT EASE OF OPENINGS, CLOSINGS, AND INSTALLATIONS?

GLI will evaluate the design, size, and layout of every swimming pool application. Specific applications will benefit from a modular design, which will be composed of 2 to 3 sections. These modular sections are joined together using the patent-pending CoverLink™ Commercial Connection System, which ensures the combined covers are ASTM strong. This modular design improves installation, openings, and closings.

The Right Hardware For The Job!

The size and weight of a commercial Safety Cover demands the best hardware available. For this reason, GLI provides an upgrade from residential safety cover hardware, to Heavy Duty (HD) Commercial Grade Stainless Steel springs, which provide twice the strength of standard hardware, and two (2) 36” professional installation rods standard, at NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE. A $250 - $500 value depending on the cover size.
Experts in Design & Service

GLI utilizes sophisticated, cutting edge design technologies and a team of in-house and field experts, to ensure that every commercial cover is built to the highest quality standards and completed in industry-leading turn around times.
Commercial Template Program

For replacement commercial covers or repairs, let our expert Cover Doctors™ assist you. Avoid re-measuring the pool and 100’s of anchors. With GLI’s Cover Doctors™ Commercial Template Program, GLI will send a heavy-duty Gaylord to retrieve your commercial cover template at no cost. No more strapping a cover on a pallet in hopes it will make it back to the manufacturer.

Once the cover is received back at GLI, our team of certified Cover Doctors professionals will measure and design the new cover using our state-of-the-art measuring system. The duplicated cover will be manufactured to the old Commercial covers specifications.

Professional Support

GLI understands that commercial Safety Cover measuring and installation can be complex and require a high level of accuracy for the proper installation, fit, and safety functions.

To assist our customers with the process, GLI will provide:

• A nationwide and highly skilled team to assist with on-site and virtual assistance to ensure your measurements are taken to the highest degree of accuracy.
• A GLI Professional to assist in the installation of your commercial safety cover, if required.

GLI is committed to providing you support from the initial project conception to final installation.
Cover-Graphix™
by GLI Pool Products

Utilizing a perforated mesh vinyl material, GLI can affix your customers' brand, logo, or custom design to their Safety Cover. Logos are attached to the Safety Cover using a velcro attachment.

Available in 3 standard sizes: 3 ft. x 6 ft., 6 ft. x 6 ft., and 6 ft. x 12 ft. with additional custom sizes available upon request.
Keeping Families Safe

An accident can happen in a moment, without so much as a hint of a warning. A swimming pool protected with a GLI Safety Cover will provide “Peace of Mind” during the offseason. It is a FACT that GLI Safety Covers save lives - we want you to see a GLI Safety Cover in action, visit http://bit.ly/2LnQZ4M or scan the QR Code below!